No.2160/ENGG/11/NGS

Dated: 14/11/2011

NATIONAL GAMES SECRETARIAT, KERALA

Expression of Interest (EoI) for Procuring Sports Synthetic Surface for Training
Venues
Government of Kerala is hosting 35th National Games in year 2012-2013.
National Games Secretariat created by Government of Kerala for carrying out this
mission, have undertaken the ambitious programme of renovation of existing sports
facilities and the construction of new facilities across the state of Kerala.
National Games Secretariat is in the process of taking up sports Infrastructure
Development of large Stadia projects and multiple training stadia/ centers across the
State through Departmental execution by way of engaging suitable consultants.
These facilities are intended to be equipped with reasonable facilities equipments/
fixtures which would enhance the quality of playing surfaces/ facilities available in
the state to start within a few major disciplines like Athletics, Football, Volleyball,
Basket ball, Shuttle, Tennis etc.
The above work comprises of construction of sub base work, drainage
facilities, fencing, earthwork, Asphalt work, etc.
Expression of interest is invited from eligible and qualified agencies of the
synthetic surfaces / specialised surfaces fulfilling following terms and conditions.
1. The product / Brand proposed by the manufacturer must be included in the
approved list of vendors published by the International Tennis Federation
/FIBA /FIVB.
2. The manufacturer of the product / brand must have a registered
manufacturers’ representative office in India – with valid address. The said
representative shall have a clear power of attorney from the manufacturer
authorizing him to carryout sports surface laying in India.
3. The product / brand must have been installed in India. They must have
installed at least one such installation during the last 3 years.

4. The manufacturer must be able to undertake and organise the laying of sub
base and allied civil construction work along with construction of the
specialised surface.
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5. The product / brand must be guaranteed for tropical climate like coastal
region of Kerala and ensuring long service life without deterioration due to
climatic conditions.
6. The scope of work of the above multi- sport play space would involve around
6000 – 7000 square feet spread across 8 – 10 locations across Kerala. The
empanelled agencies may also be used for additional similar works
undertaken by the National games Secretariat during 2012 also.

The letter of Expression of interest along with company profile, detailed
methodology of surfacing, certificate of approval from the International Sports body
and other supporting documents of completed project, financial capacity of the
bidder, product and other specification etc. shall be submitted to the following
address on or before 30-11-2011.
Chief Executive Officer & Secretary,
Chandrasekharan Nair Stadium
Palayam, Thiruvananthapuram- 695 033, Kerala State, India
Ph- 0471- 2302287, Fax- 2302267
National Games Secretariat will arrange a meeting with all the submitted bidders
to make a technical presentation of their product at National Games Secretariat on
02.12.2011, 11.00 AM.
The National Games Secretariat reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the
Expressions of Interest without assigning any reason. Mere submission of EOI will
not confer any right for bidding.
The Bidding document will be issued to suitably shortlisted agencies at the sole
discretion of National Games Secretariat, and correspondence of any kind shall not
be entertained in this regard.
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